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Coordinating Poor urban air quality causes serious environmental health damage in

many developing countries. Arriving at effective and sustainable solutions

Environmen , :to these problems requires a broad approach that takes into account the

Transport, and various sources of pollution, focuses on cost-effective and feasible

Energy Policies interventions, involves affected stakeholders in decisionmaking, and

for Cleaner Air coordinates policies across multiple sectors. An important challenge is to

evaluate when and how environmental considerations should be reflected

Masami Kojima and in sector policies. This note illustrates these points, taking urban air

Magda Love! pollution from transport as an example.

IKey Concern5 about known to cause premature deaths and problems, such as acid rain and the

Urban Air PoIlution respiratory problems, and exposure to accumulation of stratospheric green-

The economic costs of environimental lead, which contributes to behavioral house gases that have implications for
damage caused by air pollution can be problems and learning disabilities in global climate change (Lvovsky and
as high as 4 to 6 percent of urban young children even at low levels of Hughes 1999).

incomes in many developing and tran- exposure. In addition, ozone is becom- Air pollution from urban transport
sition economies (see, for example, ing a health threat in a growing is of particular concern because ve-
Hughes and Lovei 1999; Aborld Bank number of developing country cities. hicle emissions, occurring as they do

1997). The largest share of environ- Although air pollution affects all ex- near ground level and in densely popu-
mental damage is associated with the posed people, the poor often suffer lated areas, cause much greater lhuman
impacts of pollution on human health. disproportionately: air pollution exac- exposure to harmful pollutants in the
Every year an estimated 0.5 million to erbates the stress caused by inadequate immediate locality than do sources that
1.0 milhon people die prenmaturely from nutrition and poor health conditions, emit at higher elevations and farther

respiratory and other illnesses associ- and poor people are more likely to be- away from population centers. Fur-
ated with urban air pollution, and come sick or to die prematurely thermore, vehicle exhaust particles,
millions more suffer from these disor- While health impacts represent especially those in diesel exhaust, are
ders throughout the developing world. the most serious concern about urban among the most damaging to public

Among the most pressing health air pollution, the same emissions that health: they are small, and there is
concerns related to urban air quality damage health also contribute to growing evidence that some are
are exposure to fine particles, which is regional and global environmental carcinogens. In addition, because mo-
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torization generally rises vith increas- context, itis especially important to example of lack of coordination

ing income, pollution abatement in the ensure that environmental consid- between transport and energy.

transport sector is likely to become an erations are integrated into sector Urban air quality management is

increasingly important part of urban policies so as to achieve environ- complicated not only by the need to

air quality management in the mental benefits cost-effectively coordinate policies across different sec-

coming years in developing country * Take into account the distributional tors but also by the multiplicity of

cities. implications of policies, particularly government levels at which decisions

their implications for the poor, in are made. Air quality standards, emis-
PeLveLoping _sLr&egie5 addition to the general vwelfare ef- sions and fuel quality standards, vehicle

for Impro\/ing Urban Air fects of suggested policies and and fuel taxes, and trade policies are

G?uaLity measures. Consultation vith stake- usually set bv the national government
holders can help in making trade-

Urban air pollution originates from a and may not be able to target city-
variety of sources, including refuse offs and considering mitigation specific problems effectively. Air qual-

burning, household heating and cook- measures.
ing, vehicles, large stationary sources * Ensure technical consistency in the ity monitoring, urban planning, traffic

such as power plants, small and policies adopted in the environ- management, and enforcement of

medium-size industries, and dust from ment, transport, and energy sectors emissions standards are typically

roads and construction. The impact of (see Box). For example, insisting on handled by local governments. It is

emissions from these sources on people certain vehicle technology stan- important to ensure that the decisions

and environmental resources depends dards, even though the quality of taken at different levels are consistent

on the toxicity of the pollutants, the the fuels available in the country and that they reinforce the effective-

location of the pollution sources, and cannot enable that techinology to ness of the overall plan for tackling air

how the emissions are dispersed. To perform as it should, would be an pollution.

forge an effective strategy for improv-
ing urban air quality, it is essential to:
* Identify the various sources that olicy coordination-

influence ambient air quality, esti- The cIe of c;1atic, coerters

mate their effects, and assess the
associated risks to human health The complexity ofintroducin caaltverer rking oxample of the in-

terdependence of transport,< Sneg, evrnetlplcile% In ode for ta-
and the environment. Techniques ltijc tdoertei so function efeively, a umber,ofcoditions neod to bewatisfiled

such as comparative risk assess- wide .vailabil1et of unleadeld gaspUne and absce of adulteratiodn of TIjne,t area-
ment, source apportionment, and soniably low level of sulfur i vehicletiis the qistenci of arUtes infreructure
dispersion modeling are important for vehicle r,epair and, maintenance; and cultural acceptancel pf vehicle milnteinae !

tools in this work. supp?rted by appropriate ernission stan rd and anIj;e,fctive ehiclce inspeetop
,and mali~aepance sy$~rm. F'or hih~World Woks client coUiJuries, the first step In

* Select the interventions across sec- mnprovingthequity of tr wsport fuels is t phiseiut lead In gasolinot his is a

tors that are most effective in perticularHyeffectivemeastiriifor loyrInhgieadconcn&trations,ia air,thusreducingl"

improving urban air quality The human exposures (see the figuri).:!At the same time, it cre0as one of ihe key

cost-effectiveness of reducing emis- conditions Ifor adopting catalytic converters. Foricipuntries that hae donestic re-

sions from various sources, together fineries, fulel qualit idqpr,ne,nt.plans should be coordinated to take in* countt,

with the relative contributions of the integrated nature qf refiner$iprocesses so,as to optimize investmeit~,herMi.

those sources to ambient concen- Efict of phasing *t lead frqp m asolenq j Rangkp,
trations of pollutants and the AliAn Iual erage c'ontbn4tlons of r#adsld#aml$eut lead

resulting population exposure, 4.0
should guide the selection of pollu- m Minimum

tion reduction interventions. 3r0 X Maximum

* Recognize that there is not always
an obvious synergy between envi- Average

ronmental goals and other objec- l 1
tives of policies in such sectors as
transport and energy. Tradeoffs 0.0 ' -T I I I 1

may have to be made. Good com- aZ .. ... 
munication across sectors can help ' - 1

policymakers make informed deci- . , NptNt: Unleadrgeasoline was ijrwoddfpr;hefirst-rmein L..1.990: lead phaseout was

sions about these tradeoffs. In this : 1... completebj7arwary I, I 99k; policiswere 9rdiland acrossectors



ALddressing 6r PoLlLrtion Selecting effective measures to repair or permanentlv eliminate

from Urban Transport and coordinating policies such high emitters can be more effec-

The approach described above should By tllemselves, 'win-win" measures tive in improvinig air quality than

inform and guide environmental regu- suchi as those described above are tightening environmental require-

latory approaches, as well as sector rarely sufficient to bring about desired ments for all vehicles. I/M programs

strategies, policies, and investmenits. environmental outcomes. They need to that are mandatory only for high-usage

From a sectoral perspectiv-e, it isimpor- be supplemented by targeted eco- commercial vehicles above a certain

tant to focus first on policies and nomic, administrative, and tech- age, and vehicle scrappage schemes

measures that simultaneously yield ef- nological measures and policv inisti u- based on eiiiissions characteristics are

ficiency and environmental benefits. ments aimed at addressing environ- two examples.

Moving from these to targeted pollu- mental concerns. Developing countries Using appropriate fiscal incen-

tion abatement measures and policy struggle to meet diverse needs with lim- tires. Fiscal policies can reinforce
changes requires careful balancing of ited financial, administrative, and environmental objectives by eliminat-

tradeoffs. The followring discussion fo- inistitutional capacity The experience ing fuel subsidies and imposing higher

cuses on such considerationis in the of industrial countries can offer devel- taxes on dirtier fuels and vehicles incertain cases. For example, many
urban transport sector. oping countries important lessons in countries have facirtated the phaseout

envrironiiiental imaiagemeiit, but cut-e aefclttdtepaeu
Pursuingin"measurefenvironmental m ent, b of leaded gasoline bv pricing leaded

Pursuing *;,o a -., in" measures transfer of environmenltal standards gasoline higher than unleaded during

The primary objective of the transport and advanced technologies has to be the transition period. Fiscal polcies,

sector is to provide better access to lhandled with care. Rules and environ- however, have multiple objectives; howv

employment and social ser-vices and to mental requirements need to be to take air pollution- and transport-re-

facilitate the efficient movement of tailored to whliat is feasible ill a given lated considerations into account and

goods. Several measures taken to im- country with anl eye to the effects of balance tradeoffs in fuel taxation will

prove transport sector efficiencv and policies and requirements on public be discussed in the forthcoming In Fo-

performance will also improve air qual- welfare and distributional impacts. ctts Discussion Note on "Transport Fuel

ity. Traffic flow management, for The following discussioni focuses Taxes and Urban Air Quality"

example, can decrease congestion and on a mange of targeted pollution abate- T7;,.i. i" through the implica-

improve mtobility while reducing emis- tnent measures and key considerations tions of trade policies. In general, the

sions of certain pollutants, and traffic for coordinating policies for air pollu- removal of barriers that hinder access

dematid management can decrease tion abatement it the urban transport to technologies and goods froni other

the emissions inrtensity of traffic. Insti- sector, countries leads to lower costs and bet-

tutional and regulatory reform in the Setting enforceable environrnen- ter environmenital performance of
transit bus industry can improve the tal requiremnents. Where existing products and production processes. For

quality of service, increase the slhare of emissions and fuel qualitystandards are example, liberalization of trade in re-
public transport. and, at the sane timiie, inadequately enifoced, it may be more fined petroleum products enables

enable improvement of the industry's effective to concentrate on enforcing competitive procurement of superior

environmental performance. Some existing, albeit less strict, standards fuels produced in other cotuntries and

vehicle use and mainteniance practices- than to tighten them. Vehicle inspec- lea and to prvte qut of

for exarmple. avoiding over-fueling of tiomi and maintenanice (I/M) piograms,
diesel enigines-are both ecoionomically if properly opei-ated and corruption other fuels. Trade regulations such asdiesel~. enie-r'oheooial fpoel prtdadcruto local-content requirements, by con-
sensible and environmenitally benefi- free, can :1i' ''i , transport pollutioni trast,oftent resutinineftsienv and

cial. and stimulate demand for vehicle re- tra nsfer of clencte ano
Iiinder the tr'ansfer of cleani technolo-

These measures, together with pair and mainteniance services, gies. Rigid licensing schemes for

strategies for land use and city plan- especiall vwhen coupled with stanidards imports and quotas for vehicles are

ning, are particularly important for folr in-use vehicles that are made in- likelv to slow the rate of vehicle re-

influencing long-term trends. Eco- creasinglv stringent over timlle. (See the newal, witi poterntially adverse impacts

nomic policy instruments such as fuel discussion of the successful Mexican on air pollution. It has to be kept in

or vehicle taxationi, temporary subsi- experience in Kojima and Bacon mind, however, that liberalization of

dies for efficiency improvements, and 1' ''l l ) trade in used vehicles can have mixed

congestion pricing are also often de- Targeting the highest emitters. results if it leads to "environmental

signed to stimulate behavioral change Where thc vehiclc fleet is dominated dumpinig,' particularly if vehicle in-

and can have long-terimi positive im- by poorly maintained and heavily pol- spection schemes do not work properly

pacts on economic and environmental luting vehicles, as is typical in many To prevent environmental dumping,

performance. developing countries, targeted efforts governments may limit the age of im-



ported vehicles, levy higher import du- sures that have significant and sus- * Use market forces wherever pos-

ties, or impose other restrictions on tained environmental benefits. Giving sible so that vehicle operators are

older vehicles. When considering subsidies to what is otherwise not an encouraged to improve their en-

such measures, governments are ad- economically viable program in the vironmental performance.
vised tc assess the likely outcomes: for long run, however, is a poor use of gov- * Promote good comlnununicationi so

example, if a large group of consum- ernment finance. The compressed that technical standards are con-

ers (such as commercial fleet opera- natural gas (CNG) vehicle program sistent across transport, energy,

tors) cannot buy relatively new in New Zealand illustrates this point: and other sectors.

vehicles, an import restriction based the government gave generous subsi- * Identify the distributional and

on age may postpone the replacement dies to the industry for years, but welfare impacts of environmental

of older and higher-polluting vehicles. when it withdrew its support as part regulations, drawing on consensus

Making use of the private sector of its cconomic liberalization program building and public consultation

and marketforces. The private sector in the late 1980s, the CNG vehicle mechanisms.

and market incentives plav a kev role market essentially died.
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